4-H Horse Notebook Score Sheet

Name ___________________________ Age _______ Years in Project ______
Club ____________________________

*Cloverbud's receive participation ribbons—although judge's comments are appreciated.*

Title Page: name, club, year in project

Personal Story: name, age, project animal
  *(goes with age)*

Yearly Requirements:  
1st year: 10 cloverbud sheets, at least 1 from each category  
Name 3 parts of horse  
Name 1 part of bridle and 1 part of saddle  
2nd year: 15 cloverbud sheets, at least 1 from each category  
Name 5 parts of horse  
Name 2 parts of bridle and 2 parts of saddle.  
3rd year: 20 cloverbud sheets  
Name 7 parts horse  
4th year: 25 cloverbud sheets  
Name 10 parts of horse  
Name 3 parts of bridle  
Name 3 parts of saddle  

Completion:

Neatness:

Comments: